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Single Sign-On Integration Details

Overview

This document provides an overview of integrating an EMR system with RXNT

through a single sign-on URL as a PopUp window.

Integration

In a Single Sign-On integration method a URL link is embedded inside the client application.

This URL will take users directly to the RXNT website. Currently, RXNT system

supports three different entry points for the user based on parameters sent by the

external system,

1) Patient Profile with External Medication Order Identification:

The user is directed to the same patient profile selected on the EMR system with a list

of medication orders ready to be prescribed.

2) Home Page:

Users can access the main practice dashboard that displays the status of the most

recent prescription(s) sent as well as view the prescription(s) in “pending for

approval state” for all patients in the practice.
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Patient Profile with External Medication Order Identification

In this entry point, the user is directed to the same patient profile on the RXNT

website like the one selected on the EMR system with a list of medication orders

ready to be prescribed.

Below are the steps to implement this method.

Step1:

Manage user, patient profile and create a pending prescription list for the patient on

RXNT using web service from the EMR system by following the steps below.

A) User Account Management: APIs in this section require user login

information.

Use CheckAccountStatus() API to find the status of the account.

● enPasswordExpired: if the password is set to expire within 30 days or

has already expired.

● enAccountInactive: if account disabled and user needs to contact

RXNT.

● enAccountActive: no user action required.

If a password requires change, either system required or because of a user action,

use ChangePassword() to change the password. Password has to meet the

minimum requirement for the RXNT system to accept.

● enSuccess : successfully updated

● enFail : Update failed due to system issues

● enInvalidPassword: The password does not meet the requirement.

B) Login user:

After password management is complete proceed to the Login section. All

subsequent API calls require a token string to be passed for validating the

request. The token is obtained from the token object that is obtained from

calling the CreateToken() method.

C) Load patient:
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Use LoadPatientByChart() to load patient using external data source id (in this case

the EMR system).

If the patient does not exist, then, use SavePatient() to add a new patient to the

system.

After a patient record is found use UpgradeTokenForPatient() to be used for

subsequent calls.

Note:

Details about using a web service are outlined in Appendix A

D) Manage Patient Active Medication list

Use ListAllPatientActiveMeds() to view a current active medication list of patient.

Use DoDrugSearchWithFormularies() to search for a drug.

Use AddActiveMed() to add new medication to a patient’s current active medication

list.

Use UpdateActiveMedInfo() to update an existing record in patient’s current active

medication list.

Use RemoveActiveMed() to remove an existing active medication from the patient’s

current active medication list.

E) Manage Patient Allergies List

Use ListPatientAllergies() to view a current active allergy list of a patient.

Use SearchAllergies() to search for an allergy within the drug database.

Use AddAllergy() to add a new allergy to the patient’s current allergy list.

Use DeleteAllergy() to remove an existing active allergy from the patient’s current

active allergy list.

F) Manage Patient Diagnosis List

Use ListPatientDiagnosis() to view a current diagnosis list of a patient.

Use SearchForDiagnosis() to search for a diagnosis text (ICD-9, ICD-10 and

SNOMED Code)

Use AddDiagnosis() to add new diagnosis to patient’s diagnosis list.
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Use ModifyDiagnosis() to delete or disable the given patient diagnosis in the

patient's current diagnosis list.

G) Manage patient Rx history:

Use ListHistoryForPatient() to sync up the patient's Rx history between the two

systems. Use RXNT prescription id to match any missing prescription on the

EMR side.

Use AddPatientVitals() to add new vitals to the patient’s Vitals & Charting list.

Step 2:

Create an object of type RXNTPatient and fill the member variables.

Note: Class level properties with details can be found on the Sample Code.

Step 3:

Call CreateSSOContextStringWithPatients () API to create a context string that can

be POSTed to an RXNT interface URL.

Step 5:

Perform an HTTP Post to RXNT provided URL along with appropriate POST

parameters and query string values. The user will be automatically redirected to the

patient profile on the RXNT website.

HTPP Post Parameters:

Data: String value created in step (3) should be assigned to this variable.

ExternalOrderId: Order id created by the EMR system for this session.

Query String Parameters:

returnvalue - This will be an Http URL. If the user has to be returned back to the EMR

system after the prescription writing process is complete on the RXNT website, put
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query string OTO=1 and add the additional query string parameter “returnvalue”

specifying the return URL. The URL value for the query string parameter

“returnvalue” has to be base64 encoded.

Sample Code (.NET):
///*************************************///

///Create Encrypted string

///to POST to RXNT site

///************************************///

string data = "";

RXNTWS.RXNTWebServiceSoapClient RXNT = new

Test.RXNTWS.RXNTWebServiceSoapClient();

RXNTWS.RXNTPatient client = new Test.RXNTWS.RXNTPatient();

//Chart No. is External System Unique patient id. The patient match is //performed in this field.

A wrong value sent in this field can cause //incorrect data mapping on RXNT side

client.ChartNo = "000663";

client.Address = new RXNTIntegrateVS2008.RXNTWS.Address();

client.Address.Address1 = "1106 WEST";

client.Address.Address2 = "";

//Valid City, State and Zip Code is required for sending eRx.

client.Address.City = "ANNAPOLIS";

client.Address.State = "MD";

client.Address.ZipCode = "21401";

//DateOfBirth does not support null value. Default value in RXNT system //is 1901-01-01.

client.DateOfBirth = Convert.ToDateTime("11/3/1965");

client.FirstName = "TEST";

client.LastName = "DEMO";

client.MiddleName = "";
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//Possible values for “Sex” are “U”(not available, unidentified, etc.), //”F”(Female)and

“M”(Male), NULL value not supported.

client.Sex = "F";

client.Contact = new Test.RXNTWS.Contact();

//Valid Phone number is required to send a successful eRx.

client.Contact.Phone = "9999999999";

data = RXNT.CreateSSOContextStringWithPatients("test", "test",client);

Sample HTML Code (See .NET example)

Below is a sample code to do an HTTP POST of encrypted string
string strHtml = "

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE> RXNT Login</TITLE></HEAD>

<script language=\"Javascript\">

function LoginToRXNT()" +

"{document.RXNTLoginForm.submit();} </script>

<BODY onLoad=\"LoginToRXNT();\"> Login in. Please wait..." +

"<form name=\"RXNTLoginForm\" method=\"post\"

action=\"https://app2.rxnt.com/ehrv8/SingleSignOnProcessor.ashx?OTO=1\">" +

" <input type=\"hidden\" name=\"data\" value=\"" + RXNTContext.CreateContextString() + "\"> " +

"</form></BODY></HTML>";

wbBrowser.DocumentText=strHtml;

Step 6:

After completing the prescription writing process, RXNT system will redirect user to

the URL specified in “returnURL” parameter. On this landing page, the EMR system

will make a call using LoadPrescriptionByExternalOrderId() to download all

prescriptions generated during this session.
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Home Page:

In this entry point, the user can access the main practice dashboard on RXNT that

displays the status of the most recent prescription(s) sent as well as view the

prescription(s) in “pending for approval state” for all patients in the practice.

Below are the steps to implement this method.

Step1:

Manage user, patient profile and display if there is any pending/refill prescription(s)

waiting for the user to approve on RXNT using web service from the EMR system by

following the below steps.

A) User Account Management: APIs in this section require user login information.

Use CheckAccountStatus() API to find the status of the account.

● enPasswordExpired: if the password needs reset.

● enAccountInactive: if the account is disabled and the user needs to

contact RXNT.

● enAccountActive: no user action required.

If a password requires change, either system required or because of a user action,

use ChangePassword() to change the password. Passwords have to meet

the minimum requirement for the RXNT system to accept.

● enSuccess : successfully updated

● enFail : Update failed due to system issues

● enInvalidPassword: The password does not meet the requirement.

B) Login user:

After password management is complete proceed to the Login section. All

subsequent API calls require a token string to be passed for validating the

request. The token is obtained from the token object that is obtained from

calling the CreateToken() method.

C) List Pending / Refill Prescription(s): Display on the EMR system if there are any

pending records in RXNT that the user should attend to.

Use ListRefillPrescriptions() to display any pending pharmacy refill request(s).
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Use ListPendingPrescriptions() to view any prescriptions created by

staff/user and is

waiting to be approved.

Use ListRecentPrescriptions() to view the status of top 75 recently sent

prescriptions.

Step 2:

Call CreateSSOContextStringWithPatients () API with an empty RXNTPatient

object to create a context string that can be POSTed to the RXNT interface URL.

Step 5:

Perform an HTTP Post to RXNT provided URL along with appropriate POST

parameters and query string values. Users will be automatically redirected to the

main dashboard on the RXNT website.

Step 6:

After performing the necessary action, the user clicks on “Logout” which will prompt

the system to post back to the “returnURL” landing page on the EMR system.

HTPP Post Parameters:

data: String value created in step (3) should be assigned to this variable.
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Query String Parameters:

returnvalue - This will be an Http URL. If the user has to be returned back to the EMR

system after the prescription writing process is complete on the RXNT website, put

query string OTO=1 and add the additional query string parameter “returnvalue”

specifying the return URL. The URL value for the query string parameter

“returnvalue” has to be base64 encoded.

Sample Code (.NET):
///*************************************///

///Create Encrypted string

///to POST to RXNT site

///************************************///

string data = "";

RXNTWS.SingleSignonRxNTWebService service = new

RXNTWS.SingleSignonRxNTWebService();

RXNTWS.RXNTPatient client = new Test.RXNTWS.RXNTPatient();

data = RXNT.CreateSSOContextStringWithPatients("test", "test",client);

Sample HTML Code (See .NET example)

Below is a sample code to do an HTTP POST of encrypted string
string strHtml = "

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE> RXNT Login</TITLE></HEAD>

<script language=\"Javascript\">

function LoginToRXNT()" +

"{document.RXNTLoginForm.submit();} </script>

<BODY onLoad=\"LoginToRXNT();\"> Login in. Please wait..." +

"<form name=\"RXNTLoginForm\" method=\"post\"

action=\"https://app2.rxnt.com/ehrv8/SingleSignOnProcessor.ashx?OTO=1\">" +

" <input type=\"hidden\" name=\"data\" value=\"" + RXNTContext.CreateContextString() + "\"> " +

"</form></BODY></HTML>";

wbBrowser.DocumentText=strHtml;
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Appendix A

RXNT WebService Specification

This document provides the specification for integrating with RXNT using the XML

web services framework. To access the web services, the client must follow the

SOAP protocol. The RXNT web service provides all the services offered by the RXNT

website using SOAP-based method calls.

Procedure for Integration

1. Ascertain feasibility of using web services in client systems

2. Integrate with the web services deployed in the RXNT development server

3. Testing

4. Integrate with the web services deployed on the live RXNT system

5. Ready for production

Ascertain feasibility
The RXNT web service system uses the SOAP protocol for passing messages. As

such the client system must be capable of working with the protocol. The

recommended client solutions are:

● .NET based client systems

● Java-based client systems
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These two architectures inherently support messaging using the SOAP protocol

either through inbuilt or external libraries. Other client architectures can also be used

provided they implement object-oriented programming since the web service uses a

lot of inheritance in the arguments and return data types, and identifying the type of

values is important.

RXNT Development Server Integration
The link to the WSDL document detailing the web service methods for the RXNT

development server is

https://app2.rxnt.com/webservices/rxnt/rxntWSV4/SingleSignonRxNTWebService.as

mx?WSDL

Using the link, generators can automatically be generated for accessing the web

methods in the client systems. The following page details adding the web service link

in a Visual Studio project.

● Right-click the References folder in the solution explorer window and hit 'Add

Web Reference'
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● Then enter the development URL in the dialog box that pops up:
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Testing
Testing is then performed to resolve any problems. Please contact the RXNT

development team if any difficulties are encountered.

Integrate with the web services deployed on the live RXNT

system
After testing has been done, the client system needs to integrate with the

RXNT Production web services. This just involves updating the WSDL to point to the

live server link. The link to the production system will be provided upon completion of

testing.

Production Deployment
The integration is now ready to be made online! The following pages detail

the API of the web services. Knowledge of Object-Oriented Programming is

assumed.
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API Description
A few points are to be noted regarding the way the API is structured:

- Most of the API calls require a token string to be passed for validating the

request. The token is obtained from the token object that is obtained from calling the

CreateToken method. The parameters to the method are the username, password

and an identifier that should be set to the enum value DoctorLogin

If the login credentials are validated the function returns an RXNTToken object. Use

the IsValid property in the object to determine if the login was successful. If the

IsValid property is set to true, the returned object can be safely cast to the

RXNTDoctorToken object. Note that RXNTDoctorToken is derived from the

RXNTToken object allowing for a safe cast.

The following code sample demonstrates this principle: (VB.NET)

Dim RXNTToken As com.RXNT.webservice.RXNTToken

RXNTToken = RXNT_inst.CreateToken(txtUserName.Text, txtPassword.Text,

com.RXNT.webservice.EnLoginIdentifiers.DoctorLogin)

If (RXNTToken.IsValid()) Then

CurrentToken = RXNTToken

bIsValid = True

_doc = CType(RXNTToken, com.RXNT.webservice.RXNTDoctorToken).Doctor

CurrentDoctor = _doc

End If
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- The token object returned contains the token string in the Token property. This

string needs to be passed as an argument to the remaining functions (including when

creating new patient records) in order to use them.

− The token so obtained needs to be 'upgraded' before calling any functions

pertaining to the patient and writing the prescription. The non-upgraded token

can only be used to perform the patient search function. Calling any other

function other than patient search with the non-upgraded token will result in an

error. To upgrade the token, the UpgradeTokenForPatient needs to be called. The

parameters for this method are the previously obtained token and the

RXNTPatient object obtained from the patient search method. The method

returns the upgraded token object. If the IsValid property of the upgraded token is

set to true, the token string contained in the object can be safely used to call the

remaining web methods related to prescribing. Please note that the token string

so obtained is valid only for writing prescriptions for the specified patient.

Please use the UpgradeTokenForPatient method to upgrade the tokens for

other patients.

Full documentation and class details can be found on the attached HTML page.
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Appendix B:

RXNT Account Setup:
RXNT system has four levels of user account aggregation:

Partner->Companies->Groups->Individual Physicians
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